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This announcement will doubtless come as a shock for many of you who have not
been fully informed prior to this, but I have been named Fiduciary for all assets
belonging to The United States of America, our unincorporated Federation of States,
and more recently asked to function in the same capacity with respect to the resources
of over 200 nations ---including yours, if you are receiving this communication --- so as
to expedite repatriation of resources and organize a new financial system and provide
for an orderly resumption of public government functions.
The first thing I wish to communicate to all of you is that there is no National Debt nor
is there any interest accrued against any National Debt.
The appearance of a National Debt and accruing interest has been manufactured via
phony bookkeeping.
These allegations of national indebtedness have been made possible via a simple
ruse played against the national governments by the Central Banks.
These same Central Banks simply neglected to balance the books and apply your
equal and answering National Credit and the interest owed to you on that credit.
As of March 9, 2022, at noon GMT, I am ordering this long-overdue bookkeeping to be
done and for all purported National Debts to be erased and counterbalanced by
application of the respective National Credits owed.
This necessary accounting and debt relief will not, however, automatically restore your
credit liquidity as each country must undertake resumption of its public government
functions for that to happen.
I must also tell you that your actual government has never been bankrupt in the history
of the world. Sovereign entities are not eligible for bankruptcy protection.

All pretensions and claims of emergency and of emergency powers resulting from
bankruptcy of incorporated government subcontractors are bunk. They were bunk in
1907, in 1925, in 1933 and ever afterward.
We have been asked how we have the authority and resources to do what we are
doing, so I shall very briefly explain.
All Legacy and Historic and Bank Trusts, all of what you know and think of as "Off
Ledger" accounts and as assets of the World Trust and so on, have been administered
by Trustees acting in our names.
We are the Donors.
The Donors, not the Trustees, ultimately control all of these trusts --both public and
private.
All assets belonging to each country and to each of the people living in each country
will be returned and fully restored, debt free. Ample credit and underwriting for
national currencies, will be made available, as well as access to prepaid credit. Ample
Restoration Funds for infrastructure and environmental remediation and enhancement
of natural resources will be made available interest-free.
Unlike the Trustees who were obligated to penny-pinch and make profit their primary
objective, the Donors are free to extend interest free credit, engage in true
philanthropic enterprises, entertain long-term and visionary investment projects, and
take other initiatives that would not be possible for funds managed by custodial
institutions and trustees.
The corporations that have been functioning "as" governments are bankrupt and will
not have direct access to the new banking system. Each country's Master Account in
the new system is established as an unincorporated International Trade Account;
commercial corporations are not eligible to have Master Accounts, but may access
and interface via subsidiary commercial accounts, so long as they are in good
standing.
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